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Decision Support for

BATTLEFIELD MANAGEMENT
Defense cutbacks and the transition of warfare from large contingents of troops in the
battlefield to special operations dictate the needs for optimal resource allocations and rapid
decision making. In response to these needs, NBS Enterprises (NBS) has developed a software
tool suite that supports the development of rapid and effective decisions.
The general paradigm:


Select pertinent artifacts from big data



Transition and structure the artifacts



Use the artifacts to represent associations of facts and events (semantic nets)



Append the semantic nets with times and statistical distributions of events



Produce an analytical model from the semantic net and its appendages



Exercise the model to generate quantitative results and courses of action (COA)

The tool suite encapsulates a representation scheme and a means to transition
qualitative semantic nets to qualitative models that produce courses of action (COA).
From the aspect of enemy operations, the set of existing algorithms is able to accept
descriptions of tactics and social, economic, military and political behavior. The quantitative
results probabilistically bound potential outcomes of enemy behavior. After identifying the most
likely actions of an adversary, the algorithms compute and isolate events that require the
synchronization of prior events. Modeling and simulation of numerous dynamic systems
indicate that event synchronizations act detrimentally upon measures of performance such as
averages and probabilistic variations in the times required for adversary actions. Consequently,
an effective countermeasure to actions in progress is to concentrate on regions of
synchronization and to increase the impact of those network bottlenecks.
Initially, an advisory (Red) dynamic network, which represents tactics and economic,
social, military and political factors, is obtained from semantic net representations. After
transition of the qualitative representation to a quantitative model, results probabilistically
bound possible enemy actions, compute performance in terms of probable implementation of an
attack plan, and isolation of areas of event synchronizations. Countermeasures are devised to
exploit Red synchronizations. A friendly (Blue) dynamic network; consisting of sensors,
communications, decision support, and interdiction resources; is designed to detect and
interdict adversary attempts.
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SENSE AND RESPOND EXECUTION
To thwart the actions of distributed enemy forces, “sense and respond” missions,
outlined in Figure 1, are planned and executed. The total concept, because of a reliance on highly
mobile and segmented forces, generates an entirely new set of operational and information
requirements. The rapid deployment and movement of military assets demands an efficient
response and a swarming of resources to an ephemeral set of targets. Further, RSTA units are
integrated with a hierarchical command and control structure and automated decision support.
Sensor systems are selected so that they maximize the probability of either target detection or
interdiction. Further, forces and support assets are deployed so that response times are
minimized and the objectives of persistent surveillance and target acquisition and destruction
are achieved.
Support for planning and mission execution is provided by an automated exploitation
system that embodies near real-time decision support and course of action development.
The primary benefits of the proposed tool suite are a reduction in an analyst’s think time
and a rapid development of courses of action which reconfigure assets and maximize the
probability of mission success.

Figure 1: Execution Model
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MODEL TRANSITION
Data of various types in the form of video, text and numbers are collected and
transformed to a format that the NBS tool suite is able to process.
The tool suite produces a model that replicates a physical system in mathematical terms.
By exercising the model, performance statistics are generated (how well does a system work?).
The model also optimizes a system (How things can be made better). As new data are generated,
the system learns and continually provides answers to queries. The process differs in that it is
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able to not only measure performance and to optimize simultaneously, it also provides
forecasting of what courses of action are required now and in the future. As long as data are
input, processing never stops.
Each flow of unstructured data is transformed into a format that is compatible with a
common representation scheme. A separate, structured database is composed for each data
stream and is given the characteristics of metadata. A metadata element is operated on by a
unique set of rules creating associations for any asynchronous event of significance. The
associations are produced in a continuous mode. Once new associations become available,
dependencies with other associations are identified, as well as timing statistics: means and
variances for event completions. The associations are inserted into a context model which
represents an entire scenario of interest: assets, timelines, and dependencies. The context model
is exercised producing performance statistics and impact analysis. In addition to a general
context, optimization algorithms are appended. The additions address specific issues such as
where, when, and against whom to conduct a counter action. Based upon the results of analysis
and optimization, a course of action, with a rationale for selection, is presented for consideration
to a decision maker.

Figure 2: Flow Diagram for Data
Transformations and Analyses by the NBS Tool
Suite
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MODEL BUILDING
The backbone of the NBS decision support system and a system representation is a
general purpose problem solver (GPPS) that employs one network representation to permit
semantic net associations, performance computations and optimization. The primary
representation of the existing tool suite is a rule-based encapsulation of a network or any
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complex system. The mathematical paradigm is stochastic Petri nets. Optimization is always
accomplished in the context of a systems model. Only one measure of system effectiveness can
be optimized while all system variables are balanced to best achieve an objective. The variables
represent competing measures of performance such as maximum criticality of an event versus
time to execute a counter tactic. Further, impact, sensitivity and what if analyses are achievable
for any arrival of an asynchronous event. A myriad of algorithms orchestrates the optimization
and performance analysis procedures.
One representation scheme encapsulates all facets of associations-optimizationperformance capabilities.

Figure 3: Model Building
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MISSION SUPPORT
A manifold of missions can be supported by the NBS tool suite.


Persistent surveillance: Assign unattended vehicles to an area of interest (AOI) while
considering time of flight and endurance, time on station, sensor performance,
environment and desired results.



Weapon-target pairing: Using the information collected from persistent surveillance,
assign weapons and platforms to targets of interest.



Battle damage assessment: Report the results of targeting.



Logistics: In response to rapid requests, distribute supplies to units of operation in
the battlefield.
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Communications: Manage communications in the battlefield while considering
information requirements, optimal routing and destructions and failures.



Maintenance: Coordinate scheduled and asynchronous maintenance so that overall
mission effectiveness is maximized.



Sensor selections: Select the best of available sensors for use during a mission of
interest.



Weapon selections: Select the best weapons for a mission objective.



Additional mission support: Address other missions such as rescue, medivac and
troop deployment.



Mission planning: Synchronize logistics support and tactical assets to justify that a
mission is possible.



Battlefield command and control: Provide decision support for commanders in the
battlefield.



Response to detection: Transition the resources from an objective of detection to an
interdiction requirement.



Tracing of intrusions to a communications network and plans for graceful
degradation.



Replication of the battlefield and reach back assessments
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